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Minecraft pulse extender mumbo jumbo

By Jesse Stay, Thomas Stay, Jacob Cordeiro Unlike the monostable circuit in Minecraft redstone, which shortens a pulse, the pulse extends a pulse. Because a button emits only a short Redstone signal, adding a pulse extender causes the Redstone signal to last longer. To create a pulse extender: This counterpad will light the Redstone lamp longer, but
with the same key input. Place comparators facing each other on the middle blocks. When you press the button, the Redstone lamp lights up and stays on for a few seconds longer than would normally be the case with just one button. By Jesse Stay, Thomas Stay, Jacob Cordeiro Unlike the monostable circuit in Minecraft redstone, which shortens a pulse,
the pulse extends a pulse. Because a button emits only a short Redstone signal, adding a pulse extender causes the Redstone signal to last longer. To create a pulse extender: This counterpad will light the Redstone lamp longer, but with the same key input. Place comparators facing each other on the middle blocks. When you press the button, the Redstone
lamp lights up and stays on for a few seconds longer than would normally be the case with just one button. By Minecraft Wiki &lt; Mechanics | Rotstein | Pulse Circuit Repeater-Line Pulse Extender (Instant) 2×N×2flat, Silent Circuit Delay: 0 ticksOutput Pulse: up to 4 ticks per Repeater Repeater Repeater-Line Pulse Extender (Delayed) circuit plan incorrectly
from a repeater (4ticks) 2×N×2flat, Silent circuit delay: 4 ticksoutput pulse: up to 4 ticks per repeater (without first) Dropper-Latch Pulse Extender 2×6×2 (24 block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 5 ticksoutput pulse: 5 ticks to 256 seconds The dropper contains a single element. The middle funnel contains one or more elements, depending on the desired pulse
duration. Hopper-Clock Pulse Extender (Flat) 2×6×2 (24 block volume)Flat Circuit Delay: 1 Tickoutput Pulse: 4 ticks to 256 seconds Hopper-Clock Pulse Extender (1-Wide) 1×6×3 (18 block volume)1-width circuit Delay: 1 Tickoutput Pulse: 4 Ticks to 2 56 Seconds RS NOR Latch Pulse Extender 3×N×3Silent Circuit Delay: 2 TicksOutput Pulse: 8 Ticks per
Repeater Opposed-Piston SR Latch Pulse Extender 3×N×2Flat Circuit Delay : 1.5 TicksOutput Pulse: 8 ticks per repeater Fader Pulse Extender 2×N×2flat, Silent Circuit Delay: 0 TicksOutput Pulse: up to 14 ticks per comparator MHC Pulse Extender 6×6×2 (72 block volume)Flat Circuit Delay: 3 TicksOutput pulse: up to 22 hours MHDC Pulse Extender
5×77×2 (70 block volume)Flat Circuit Delay : 5 TicksOutput Pulse: up to 81 hours We already have a tutorial , which explains why buttons are superior to lever, but now I want you way to show them even more useful than they are already. You can't get this kind of functionality with levers! A button eats only one-second pulse. Well, say that you have more
than just Makes? Do you say you wanted two seconds or even thirty seconds? Now you can have it! Watch this demonstration video below: Now on the tutorials! All of these are fairly simple, but this one is by far the easiest. Start with your door, and add a form of Redstone wire like this: then add your switch wherever you want it. Remember that the shape
doesn't have to look exactly like this... You can curve it if you want, as long as you keep two different wires connected to both ends. Once you've done that, all you have to do is add repeats, and you're done! Make sure you add them to both sides to compensate for the delay. That's really all there is. When I said that was the easiest thing, I really meant it!
This version is the hardest of the set because it includes pistons. Once again, you want to start with your door, and then a little away, dig an L-shaped hole. It should be two wide and three long. Add a redstone torch at the far end inside the L and add a wire that leads out of it. Then add a piston (not a sticky piston) to opposite ends of the bottom of the L,
opposite each other. Then place a block between them. Just one block. Now connect your button to the rear piston. Now connect the Redstone wire coming from your L-shaped hole to the door and the rear piston. Add your repeaters in this loop and you're done! You can thank many. Now to the final (and my favorite) design! This is of medium difficulty, but is
my favorite because it is the fastest to activate and is the most reliable. Start with your door, then add two blocks of each variety directly below, diagonally opposite each other, with a space in between. Add torches to the blocks that are inward-facing, and then wire them together. Congratulations, you have created an RS NOR lock! Wasn't that easy? Now
connect the rear block to your button. Now connect your rear wire to the front RS NOR latch block, as this: The last step is to add your repeaters, and then you're done! That's all there is! Now you have three different designs that you can use to get your Redstone pulses from buttons or printing plates! Do you want to master Microsoft Excel and take your job
prospects from home to the next level? Start your career with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and get lifetime access to more than 40 hours functions, formulas, tools and more. Buy now (97% off) &gt; Not to be confused with clock circuitry. A pulse circuit is a Redstone circuit that generates, modifies,
detects, or otherwise works on Redstone pulses. Pulse[edit] A pulse is a temporary change in Redstone power that eventually returns to its original state. An on-pulse is when a Redstone signal turns on, and then off again. On-pulses are usually referred to only as pulses, unless: off-pulse. An off pulse is then on when a Redstone signal turns off. The pulse
length of a pulse is how long it lasts. Short pulses are described in Redstone ticks (e.B. a 3-tick pulse for a pulse that switches off 0.3 seconds after switching on), while longer pulses are measured in each practical time unit (e.B. a 3-second pulse). The rising edge of a pulse is when the power turns on – the beginning of an on-pulse or the end of an off pulse.
The falling edge of a pulse is when the current turns off – the end of an on-pulse or the beginning of an off pulse. Pulse logic[edit] Pulse logic is a different approach to binary logic than the standard redstone power binary (Power present = 1, power absent = 0). In pulse logic, the pulse is a switch of the logic level of the contraption stage: (first pulse = 1,
second pulse = 0). This approach allows you to implement computational logic that works not only on redstone signals, but also on block updates and block positions. in particular, the implementation of mobile logical circuits in aircraft and a significant reduction in server-side delay by avoiding redstone dust, transporting signals through block updates - e.B.
via Powered Rail. In many cases, the use of pulse logic also leads to more compact circuits and allows the construction of 1-tile modules in which classic redstone power would spill onto the adjacent modules. The conversion from the classic Redstone binary to pulsal logic is done via dual-edge detectors (usually only one observer who observes Redstone
dust or other power components), and the conversion is done via T-flip-flop circuits, in particular the block-dropping behavior of sticky pistons. This behavior is also used as memory memory in the pulse logic, position of the block encoding state of the memory cell. Pulse interactions[edit] Some Redstone components react differently to short pulses: In the
Java Edition, a piston or sticky piston usually requires 1.5 ticks to expand. If the activation pulse ends before it (because it is only 0.5 ticks or 1 tick long), the piston or sticky piston will break off – it places the pushed blocks in their pushed position and immediately returns to its retracted state. This can cause sticky pistons to drop their block – they press a
block and then return to their retracted state without pulling it back. A Redstone comparator is not always activated when a pulse of 1 tick or less is given. A Redstone lamp can only be deactivated by an off pulse of at least 2 ticks. A Redstone repeater increases Length of pulses that are shorter than its delay to match its delay (e.B. a 4-tick repeater changes
each pulse that is shorter than 4 ticks into a 4-tick pulse). In Java Edition, a Redstone burner cannot be activated by pulses shorter than 1.5 ticks. Pulse analysis[edit] When building circuits, it can sometimes be helpful to the generated impulses to confirm their duration or distance. Oscilloscope 1×N×2, flat, quiet An oscilloscope allows you to observe pulses
as they move through the repeaters. A pulse can be measured with 1-tick precision with an oscilloscope (see schematic on the right). An oscilloscope simply consists of a series of 1-tick repeaters (also known as racetrack). An oscilloscope should be designed to be at least as long as the expected pulse, plus a few additional repeaters (the more repeaters,
the easier it will be to capture a pulse). For periodic pulses (as with clock circuits), an oscilloscope should be at least as long as the cycle time (both the on and off parts of the pulse). An oscilloscope can be frozen to support reading: with an oak sign next to the design. Positioning the oscilloscope on the screen so that it can be displayed when the player
stops the game, or take a screenshot with F2, or run repeater into the side of the oscilloscope and simultaneously drive it to lock the repeaters of the oscilloscope. An oscilloscope is not able to display fraction tick pulses directly (0.5-tick pulses, 1.5-tick pulses, etc.), but for fraction tick pulses greater than 1 tick, the pulse length can change as it moves through
the oscilloscope. For example, a 3.5-tick pulse can sometimes power 3 repeaters and sometimes 4 repeaters. Half-tick pulses do not vary between Powering 0 or 1 Repeater (they only look like 1-tick pulses), but half-tick and 1-tick pulses can be distinguished with a Redstone comparator – a 1-tick pulse can activate a comparator, but a half-tick pulse cannot
in most cases. Several oscilloscopes can be laid in parallel to compare different pulses. You can, for example.B determine the delay of one circuit by setting the input signal of the circuit through one oscilloscope and the output of the circuit by another and counting the difference between the input and output signal edges. Oscilloscopes are useful, but
sometimes require you to be in an uncomfortable position to observe them. If you only need to consider the simultaneity of multiple pulses, it may be useful to use pistons or note blocks to observe their movement or record particles from any angle. Redstone lamps are less useful for this purpose because they take 2 ticks to turn off. Monostable circuit[edit] A
circuit is monostable if it has only a stable initial state (mono- means one, so monostable means a stable state). The output of a circuit can be powered or not powered. an output remains in the same state until the circuit is triggered again, this initial state is called stable. An output state that changes without the input being triggered is not stable (that doesn't
necessarily mean it's random—it can be a deliberate change after a designed delay). If a circuit has only a stable initial state, the circuit is called monostable. For if a powered state is inevitably reset to the State of Not with Power, but the state does not change with power until the input is triggered. When someone in Minecraft says monostable circuitry, they
usually mean a pulse generator or a pulse limiter. However, any Redstone circuit that generates a finite number of pulses is technically a monostable circuit (all circuits in this article, in fact, as well as some others), so it may be helpful to say more precisely: clock circuits also generate pulses, but they are not monostable because they have no stable initial
states (they are astable), unless they are astable) when they are off). Logic and memory circuits are not monostable because both output states are stable (they are up-to-stable) – they do not change unless triggered by their input. See also: Wikipedia:Monostable Pulse generator[edit] A pulse generator generates an output pulse when it is triggered. Most
pulse generators consist of an input and a pulse limiter. A pulse extender can be added to create a longer pulse. On-Pulse Generator[edit] Circuit Breaker Pulse Generator[edit] Circuit Breaker Pulse Generator – Left: Sticky Piston. Right: Normal piston. [schematic] 1×3×3 (9 block volume), 1-width circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick The circuit breaker is
one of the most commonly used pulse generators due to its small size and adjustable output. Variations: The output repeater can be set to any delay, which also extends the output pulse to the delay. In north-south orientation, the output repeater can be replaced by any mechanism component, giving the mechanism component a 0-tick pulse. Observer Pulse
Generator[edit] common observer pulse gen 1×1×3 (3 block volume), 1-wide, 1 high, tileable circuit delay: 2 ticks output pulse: 1 tick The observer pulse generator is one of the most common pulse generators due to its adaptability. It can be aligned in almost any direction, and the viewer can be aligned in almost any direction, giving a lot of flexibility. And
depending on where the output comes from, it can be a rising or falling edge pulse generator. The observer can also be updated by other circuits to send more pulses from the output. Variations: The piston base can be aligned in any way; the same applies to the viewer, with the exception of the cladding of the piston itself. The output can be taken from either
the extended or retracted position to change which edge it activates. Dust-Cut Pulse Generator - 1×4×3 (12 block volume), 1-width circuit delay: 0 ticks output pulse: 1.5 ticks if the output is a piston, 1 tick for everything else A dust-cut pulse generator limits the output pulse by moving a block so that it cuts the output dust line. NOR-Gate Pulse Generator[edit]
NOR-Gate Pulse Generator - [schematic] [schematic] (12 block volume), 1-width, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks output pulse: 1 tick A NOR-Gate pulse generator compares the power output with the power of 2 ticks – when the power is switched on and the previous power was switched off, the output torch flashes briefly. This design uses a trick to limit the output
pulse to a single tick. A Redstone burner cannot be activated by a 1-tick pulse from the outside, but a burner activated by a 2-tick external pulse can enclose itself in a 1-tick pulse. To increase the output pulse to 2 ticks, remove the block above the output burner. To then increase it to 3 ticks, increase the delay on the repeater to 4 ticks. Locked-Repeater
Pulse Generator[edit] Locked-Repeater Pulse Generator - [schematic] 2×3×2 (12 block volume), flat, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks Output pulse: 1 tick When the lever is off, the locked repeater lets a pulse through. Variations: The locked repeater and the input repeater can be set to any delay. This increases the output pulse length, but also the circuit delay.
Comparator repeater Pulse Generator[edit] Comparator repeater Pulse Generator - [schematic] 2×4×2 (15 block volume), flat, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick The dust first drives the comparator, switches on the output, then the delayed pulse (with the repeater) switches off the output. Variations: The repeater can be set to any number of ticks,
which only increases the output pulse length. Off-pulse generator[edit] An off-pulse generator has an output that is normally turned on but generates an off-pulse when it is triggered. OR-Gate Off-Pulse Generator[edit] OR-Gate Off-Pulse Generator – [schematic] 1×3×3 (9 block volume), 1-width, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick (off) When
triggered, the lower burner turns off, but the upper burner turns on only 1 tick later, which allows a 1-tick off pulse output. A pulse limiter (also called pulse shortener) reduces the length of a long pulse. An ideal pulse limiter would allow shorter pulses to pass through unchanged, but in practice the range of the input pulse can often be determined (or guessed)
and it is sufficient to use a circuit that generates a specific pulse that is shorter than expected. Any rising edge detector can also be used as a pulse limiter. Circuit Breaker Pulse Limiter Circuit Breaker Pulse Limiter - [schematic] 1×3×3 (9 block volume), 1-width circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick The circuit breaker is due to its small size and its adjustable
the most commonly used pulse limiter. Variations: The output repeater can be set to any delay, which also extends the output pulse to the delay. The output repeater can be replaced by any mechanism component, giving the mechanism component a 0.5-tick activation pulse. Dust-Cut Pulse Limiter Dust-Cut Pulse Limiter – [schematic] 1×5×3 (15 block
volume), 1 wide, instant instant Delay: 0 ticks output pulse: 1.5 ticks A dust-cut pulse limiter limits the output pulse by moving a block so that it cuts the output dust line. The dust-cut pulse limiter does not repeat its input (boost it reup up to full power), so that a repeater before or after it can be needed (additte delay). The dust-cut pulse limiter is an ideal pulse
limiter (see above). Pulses shorter than 1.5 ticks (the maximum output pulse) are passed through unchanged. Moved-Block Pulse Limiter Moved-Block Pulse Limiter – [schematic] 3×3×2 (12 block volume), flat circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick Uses the same principle as the pulse limiter of the circuit breaker – switch the output through a block, and then
remove the block to keep the output pulse short. Variations: The lower repeater can be set to a longer delay to generate output pulses of 2 or 3 ticks. The repeater that powers the piston can be replaced by a comparator to create a 0-tick pulse NOR-Gate Pulse Limiter NOR-Gate Pulse Limiter – (1-width) [schematic] NOR-Gate Pulse Limiter – Top: 1-Tick.
Bottom: Flat. [schematic] Functions vary (see schematic) A NOR-Gate pulse limiter compares the power output with the power of 2 ticks – when the power is on and the previous power was off, the output torch flashes briefly. The 1-wide and 1-tick designs use a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A Redstone burner cannot be activated by a 1-tick
pulse from the outside, but a burner activated by a 2-tick external pulse can enclose itself in a 1-tick pulse. Remove the block above an output torch to increase the output pulse to 2 ticks. Locked-Repeater Pulse Limiter Locked-Repeater Pulse Limiter – [schematic] 2×4×2 (16 block volume), flat, silent circuit delay: 3 ticks Output pulse: 1 tick Uses repeater lock
to switch off pulses after 1 tick. Variations: The output repeater can be set to any delay. This increases the output pulse, but also the circuit delay. If the input does not have to be at the same height as the output, you can move the torch so that it is attached to the top of the block that is currently in place, and run the input into that block (which means that the
circuit is only 2×3×2). Dropper-Hopper Pulse Limiter-Hopper Pulse Limiter – [schematic] 1×4×2 (8 block volume), 1-width, flat, quiet circuit delay: 3 ticks output pulse: 3.5 ticks When the input turns on, the dropper pushes an element into the funnel and the comparator until the funnel pushes the element back. The initial block is required to activate the
condense without powering it (which would disable the adjacent funnel, preventing it from returning the element to turn off the output pulse). Since the output comes from a comparison device that is used as a storage counter, the output power is only 1 (with a stackable item) or 3 (with a non-stackable item) – add a repeater for a higher Level output.
Variations: If the input and output do not need to be at the same height, you can reduce the size of the circuit by placing the funnel on the drop (so that the circuit 1×3×2). An off-pulse limiter (also known as an inverted pulse limiter) has an output that is normally turned on but shortens the length of long off pulses. Any inverted drop edge detector can also be
used as an off-pulse limiter. OR-Gate Off-Pulse Limiter OR-Gate Off-Pulse Limiter - Top: 1-Tick. Bottom: Flat. [schematic] OR-Gate Off-Pulse Limiter - Instant. [schematic] Functions vary (see schematic) One or gate off pulse limiter combines the input with a delayed inverted input to limit off pulses. The immediate version does not repeat its input (boost it
reup up to full power), so a repeater before or after it may be needed (adding delay). Variations: The lower repeater of the flat version can be set to any delay, which increases the length of the off pulse to match the delay of the repeater (this does not really increase the circuit delay). The lower Redstone dust in the instant version can be replaced by a
repeater to increase the length of its off pulse. Moving Block Off Pulse Limiter Moving Block Off Pulse Limiter – [schematic] 1×4×2 (8 block volume), 1-width, instant circuit delay: 0 ticks output pulse: 2.5 ticks (off, 3 if the output is a piston) When the input shuts down, the piston begins to withdraw. 1 tick later, the torch turns on, which reactivates the sticky
piston by quasi-connectivity, which extends it again. A pulse extender (also pulse sustainer, pulse extension) increases the duration of a pulse. The most compact options are: Redstone Repeater 1×1×2 (2 block volume) 1 wide, flat, silent circuit delay: 1 to 4 ticks output pulse: 1 to 4 ticks For each input pulse shorter than its delay, a Redstone Repeater will
increase the duration of the pulse to match its delay. For example, a 3-tick repeater turns a 1-tick pulse or a 2-tick pulse into a 3-tick pulse. Additional repeaters only delay the pulse, do not extend it (but see the Repeater Line Pulse Extender below). Repeater-Line Pulse Extender-Line Pulse Extender - Top: Delayed (1.4 seconds). Bottom: Instant (1 second).
[schematic] 2×N×2 flat, quiet, immediate circuit delay: 0 ticks (immediate) or 4 ticks (delayed) output pulse: up to 4 ticks per repeater For the instant version, the input must be at least as long as the longest delayed repeater in the line (usually 4 ticks) – if not, use the delayed version. Pulse Extender Dropper-Latch Pulse Extender – [schematic] 2×6×2 (24
block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 5 ticks output pulse: 5 ticks to 256 seconds Each stackable element, 16-stackable element and unstackable element in the middle funnel adds 8 ticks (0.8 seconds), 32 ticks or 256 ticks to the output pulse. The output pulse can be by increasing the delay on the 1-tick repeater by up to 3 ticks, reducing the delay on the 4-
tick repeater by up to 3 ticks or by replacing the 4-tick repeater with a block to reduce the delay by 4 ticks (these adjustments affect the total pulse duration, not per item, allowing pulse durations of any tick of 5 ticks to 256 seconds). Variations: If the input pulse can be longer than half of the output pulse, add a block in front of the dropper to prevent the funnel
from being deactivated. A 1-width version is possible by using two droppers (but can only be set in increments of 8 ticks): 1-Wide Dropper-Latch Pulse Extender 1×7×3 (21 block volume)1 Broadband delay: 4 ticksOutput pulse: 4 ticks to 256 seconds The left trachter contains a single element and the left funnel contains one to 320 items. Hopper-Clock Pulse
Extender Hopper-Clock Pulse Extender – Top: 1-width. Bottom: Flat. In both, the left piston is sticky and the right is normal. [schematic] Functions vary (see schematic) Circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 4 ticks to 256 seconds A funnel-clock pulse extender is a funnel clock with one of the sticky pistons, which are replaced by a regular piston, so that it does not
retract the block of Redstone, but waits for the input to trigger a new clock cycle. A funnel-stroke pulse extender with a single element in its hoppers generates a 4-tick output pulse. Each additional element adds 8 ticks to the output pulse (unlike the dropper latch pulse extender, the output of a funnel-clock pulse extender can only be set in 8-tick increments).
While it waits for the input to turn on, the sticky piston is actually in a state in which it is driven but does not know it (like a bud circle with stuck piston) until it is awakened by the input, which changes its power level. This only works as long as the input power level is different from the rest power of the powered comparator (unintuitive, it works even if the input
power level is smaller than the comparison output). In addition, any other block update or near Redstone updates can trigger the powered sticky piston, so care should be taken to keep other circuit rye away from the sticky piston. Earliest known release: May 4, 2013 CodeCrafted: Minecraft QASI: Compact pulse adjustable pulse extender (based on the
ethonic funnel clock) RS Latch Pulse Extender RS NOR Latch Pulse Extender (3 seconds) – Under the raised block is Redstone dust. [schematic] Functions vary (see schematic) Output pulse: up to 8 ticks per repeater An RS latch pulse extender works by adjusting the output with one latand and then resetting the lock after some delay. Both circuits below
use a trick to double the delay generated by the repeaters by first switching on the output from the lock, then from the repeaters. This means that each 1-tick adjustment to the repeater loop generates a 2-tick setting in the output pulse. Fader Fader Extender Fader Pulse Extender (6 seconds) – [schematic] 2×N×2 flat, silent circuit delay: 0 ticks output pulse:
up to 14 ticks per comparator The delay depends on the signal strength of the input - at input signal strength S the delay (S-1) is ticks per comparator. The signal strength of the output will gradually disintegrate, so should usually be amplified with a repeater. Since this uses comparators, this pulse extender does not work with most 1 tick or shorter pulses.
MHC Pulse Extender MHC Pulse Extender – All pistons are sticky. [schematic] 6×6×2 (72 block volume) Flat circuit delay: 3 ticks output pulse: up to 22 hours MHC stands for multiplicative funnel clock (a funnel counter multiplies the clock period of a funnel clock). When the input turns on, the torch turns off so that both clocks can travel to a state where the
lower watch continues to hold the torch until it completes a full cycle. The number of elements in the top funnels determines the cycle period of the top clock, and the Redstone block moves every half cycle so that the lower clock can move an element. The half-cycle is the number of items in the top hoppers by 4 ticks (or 0.4 seconds per item) – up to 128
seconds for 320 items. The lower watch holds the output for a series of half cycles equal to twice the number of elements in the lower funnels, minus 1. Thus, the output pulse corresponds to 0.4 seconds × &lt;top items=&gt;× (2 × &lt;bottom items=&gt;- 1). Article Required for useful output pulse output pulse items in top funnel items in the lower hoppers 5
minutes 150 3 10 minutes 300 3 15 minutes 150 8 20 minutes 200 8 30 minutes 300 8 1 hour 200 23 90 Minutes 300 23 2 hours 240 38 3 hours 216 68 4 hours 288 63 6 hours 240 113 12 hours 288 188 MHDC Pulse Extender MHDC Pulse Extender – All pistons are sticky. [schematic] 5×7×2 (70 block volume) Flat circuit delay: 5 ticks output pulse: up to 81
hours MHDC stands for multiplicative funnel dropper watch (a tropical counter multiplies the clock time of a funnel clock). When the input turns on, the torch turns off so that both clocks can travel to a state where the lower watch continues to hold the torch until it completes a full cycle. The funnels can accommodate up to 320 items (X) and trotters can
accommodate up to 576 items (Y). The duration of the output pulse is X × (2Y-1) × 0.8 seconds. Article Required for Useful Output Pulse Output Pulse Items in Funnel Item in Dropper5 125 2 10 Minutes 250 2 15 Minutes 225 3 20 Minutes 300 3 30 Minutes 250 5 1 Hour 300 8 90 Minutes 270 13 2 Hours 200 23 3 Hours 30 0 23 4 Hours 144 63 6 Hours 63
12 Hours 240 113 24 Hours 288 188 48 Hours 320 338 72 Hours 288 563 Cooldown Pulse Extender Note: This circuit uses command blocks that cannot be legally obtained in survival mode. This circuit is for server ops&lt;/bottom&gt; &lt;/top&gt; &lt;/top&gt; Adventure map builds. Cooldown Pulse Extender — The extender contains a single element. 1×4×2
(8 block volume) circuit delay: 3 ticks output pulse: up to 27 minutes This pulse extender uses a command block to slow down the funnel transmission rate. The exact command depends on the direction in which the pulse extender is located, but for a pulse extender that looks at the positive X direction, it looks something like this: /data modify block '2 ' -
TransferCooldown set value X, where X is the number of game ticks (up to 32,767) to keep the item in the funnel (20 game ticks = 1 second, delay allowed). When the command block is directly powered, it activates the adjacent traber, pushes the element into the hopper to power the output, and at the same time changes the cooldown of the funnel to delay
when it pushes the element back to the condensation. Pulse multiplier[edit] A pulse multiplier transforms an input pulse into multiple output pulses. There are three primary strategies for designing pulse multipliers: Divide the input pulse into multiple paths that arrive at the output at different times. Regardless of the input pulse length If the player only needs
the pulsed frequency, a simple dual-edge detector is usually sufficient: Observer pulse doubler 1×1×1 (1 block), flat, quiet, 1-tiled circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 2 1-tick pulsate the length of the input pulse apart. An observer observing the input signal (redstone dust, button, repeater to 1 tick, etc.) generates an impulse at each of the edges of the input,
creating two 1-tick pulses at each edge of the input pulse, provided the input pulse is sufficiently long (3 Redstone ticks minimum). If the pulse is shorter, a Redstone lamp can be placed in front of the observer to resolve this issue. Split-path pulse multiplier[edit] A split-path pulse multiplier generates multiple pulses by dividing the input signal into several
paths and arriving at the output at different times. This usually requires a reduction of the length of the input pulse with a pulse limiter to reduce the required delay between each output pulse. Dispenser Double-Pulser Dispenser Double-Pulser – [schematic] 1×6×3 (18 blocks), 1-width circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick and 2 ticks This circuit is useful for
double pulsating a dispenser to quickly withdraw water or lava. First a block is driven on one side of the donor, then on the other side. An activated clock pulse multiplier runs a clock as long as the input remains on, causing a series of pulses relative to the generated. Subtraction 1-Clock Pulse Multiplier Subtraction 1-Clock Pulse Multiplier - [schematic] 2×3×2
(12 blocks), flat, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick This pulse multiplier Pulse multiplier do not repeat its input signal, a repeater may need before or after (increasing the circuit delay). This circuit generates 5 pulses when activated with a stone button, or 7 pulses when activated with a wooden button. For other pulses, consider a pulse extender to
extend the input pulse. Subtraction N-Clock Pulse Multiplier Subtraction N-Clock Pulse Multiplier – [schematic] 2×3×2 (12 blocks), flat, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 2+ ticks The output pulses are 1 tick longer than the delay set on the repeater (i.e. 2 to 5-tick output pulses). For even longer pulses, replace the dust next to the repeater with another
repeater. This pulse multiplier does not repeat its input signal, so it may require a repeater before or after (increasing the circuit delay). The following table shows the number of output pulses that are used with different combinations of key inputs and repeater delays (for more pulses, Consider a pulse extender to extend the input pulse): Repeater Delay
Stone Button Wooden Button 1 tick 3 Pulse 4 Pulses 2 Pulses 2 Pulses 3 Pulses 3 Pulses 2 Pulses 2 Pulses 4 Ticks 1 Pulse 2 Pulses 2 Pulse Torch Repeater N-Clock Pulse Multiplier N-Clock Pulse Multiplier – [schematic] 2×44×2 (16 blocks) , flat, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks output pulses: 3+ ticks The output pulses are 1 tick longer than the delay set on the
repeater (i.e. 3 to 5 tick output pulses). The repeater cannot be set to a 1-tick delay, or the correct flashlight burns out (which could be useful to limit the number of pulses to a maximum of 8). A pulse multiplier with a triggered clock consists of a clock circle that can run for a certain number of cycles after triggering. Strategies for developing a pulse multiplier
with triggered clocking include using a latch to turn on the clock and shutting the clock off even after half a clock cycle, or using a pulse extender to run a clock. Dropper Latch 2-Clock Pulse Multiplier Dropper-Latch 2-Clock Pulse Multiplier – The upper traber contains a single element. The lower dropper contains a number of elements that correspond to the
desired pulse number. [schematic] 3×4×2 (24 blocks), flat, silent circuit delay: 3 ticks output pulses: 1 to 320 2-tick pulses This pulse multiplier generates a 2-tick pulse for each element placed in the lower tropper (with a 2-tick-off pulse between each on-pulse). After he has finished his impulses, it requires a reset time of 0.4 × pulse number. If it is reactivated
during this time, it generates less momentum. If the input pulse is longer than the output pulses, the driven traber prevents the watch from turning off, as the deactivated funnel cannot push its element back. If a long input pulse is possible, place a fixed block between the input and the dropper so that it is activated without being powered. Earliest known
release: September 4, 2013[1] 2013[1] 2-clock pulse multiplier (Updated) A repeater for the lower funnel added to compensate and lock the items while active from 1.11, it requires the lower funnel a longer pulse from the watch. To compensate for this, we add a repeater down to a block next to the, now under the dropper, funnel, and set it to 3 ticks. If you
want a longer watch, use the formula: 2n - 1 where n is the clock pulse, for the delay of the lower repeater Dropper-Latch 1-Clock Pulse Dropper-Latch 1-Clock Pulse Multiplier – The costume contains a single element. The middle funnel contains one or more elements, depending on the desired pulse count (the first and last element should be non-stackable
elements). [schematic] 2×9×2 (36 blocks), flat, silent circuit delay: 5 ticks output pulses: 2 to 777 1-tick pulses This pulse multiplier allows a variety of pulses, without resetting time required. The first and last elements placed in the middle funnel should be non-stackable elements (to give the output enough signal strength to run the subtraction clock). Up to
three stacks of stackable items can be placed between the two non-stackable items. The circuit generates four 1-tick pulses for each element placed in the middle funnel (with a 1-tick-off pulse between each on-pulse). The total number of pulses can be reduced by 1 by changing the 4-tick repeater to 2 ticks, or by reducing it by 2 by replacing the 4-tick
repeater with a block, or by increasing it by 1 by changing the 1-tick repeater to 3 ticks. If the input pulse is longer than the output pulses, the driven traber prevents the watch from turning off, as the deactivated funnel cannot push its element back. If a long input pulse is possible, place a fixed block between the input and the dropper so that it is activated



without being powered. A pulse divider (also called a pulse counter) generates an output pulse after a certain number of input pulses – in other words, it transforms several input pulses into an output pulse. Since a pulse divider must count the input pulses to know when an output pulse is to be generated, it has a certain resemblance to a ring counter (an n-
state memory circuit with only one state). The difference is that the initial state of a ring counter changes only if its internal number is changed by an input trigger, while a pulse divider generates an output pulse and then returns to the same undriven output that it had before its number was reached (in other words, a pulse divider). is monostable, but a ring
counter is up-to-date). Each ring counter can be converted into a pulse divider by adding only one pulse limiter to its output (which makes it monostable). In addition to the circuits here, a clock multiplier can act as a pulse divider (or ring counter); In contrast to these circuits, the output remains switched on until the next input pulse turns it off. Hopper-Loop
Pulse Divider - [schematic] Hopper-Loop Pulse Divider 2×(3 + Pulse Count/2)×3 Pulse Count/2)×3 Pulse: 3 Ticks This is a funnel loop ring counter with a built-in pulse limiter at the output. Each input pulse turns off the Redstone dust for 1 tick so that the element can move to the next funnel. When the element reaches the dropper, it briefly turns on the output
until the redstone dust that turns on again activates the traber to push the element to the next funnel. To count an even number of pulses, replace another funnel with a dropper. If you place the second dropper directly in front of the first dropper, the output pulse changes to 6 ticks. The output will only be signal strength 1 or 3 (with a stackable or non-
stackable element in the funnels), so you may need to be amplified with a repeater. Variations: Removing the dust on the drop and replacing the dropper with a funnel increases the output pulse to 4 ticks, but makes the entire circuit silent. Dropper-Hopper Pulse Divider-Hopper Pulse Divider – The traber contains a number of elements that correspond to the
pulse count. The lower left funnel contains a single element. [schematic] 3×4×2 (24 block volume) Flat output pulse: (4 × pulse number) ticks The dropper hopper pulse divider can count up to 320 pulses. Each input pulse pushes an element from the trinse via e-mail to the funnel next to it. When the tredater is finally emptied, its comparator turns off so that
the element in the lower left funnel can move to the right, starting the reset process. When the top funnel completes the movement of elements back to the faller, the element in the lower funnels is moved back to the left, ending the reset process. Once it has started its output pulse, the pulse divider passes through a reset period of (4 × pulse number) ticks
(the same length as the output pulse). New input pulses during the reset period are not counted, but only extend the reset period. Because of this reset period, this pulse divider is best if the typical interval between input pulses is greater than the reset period, or you can run a line back from the output to suppress inputs while it is being reset. The output will
only be signal strength 1 or 3 (with a stackable or non-stackable element in the lower funnels), so can be amplified with a repeater. The output pulse length is also proportional to the pulse number, so that possibly with a pulse limiter must be shortened. Dropper Dropper Pulse Divider Dropper-Dropper Pulse Divider — The left traber contains a number of
elements that correspond to the pulse count. The left funnel contains a single non-funnel Element. [schematic] 3×6×2 (36 block volume) Flat output pulse: (2 × pulse number) ticks The dropper dropper pulse divider can count up to 576 pulses. Each input pulse pushes an element from the left dropper to the right dropper. When the left tredat is finally emptied,
its comparator turns off so that the element in the lower left funnel can move to the right, which starts subtraction 1 o'clock. Starts. Reset process (although the subtraction clock is nbiting the tramp, the output of the circuit changes only in the signal strength and stays all the time – subtraction clocks can be difficult in this way!). When the right faller has
finished moving items back to the left faller, the element in the lower funnels is moved back to the left, ending the reset process. Once it has started its output pulse, the pulse divider passes through a reset period of (2 × pulse number) ticks (the same length as the output pulse). New input pulses during the reset period are not counted, but only extend the
reset period. Because of this reset period, this pulse divider is best if the typical interval between input pulses is greater than the reset period, or you can run a line back from the output to suppress inputs while it is being reset. The output switches between signal strength 1 and 3, so you may need to amplify with a repeater. The output pulse length is also
proportional to the pulse number, so that possibly with a pulse limiter must be shortened. Inverted Binary Divider or Counter Binary Counter (Tall) – Three dividers stacked to make an 8 counter. [schematic] Binary counter with reset [schematic] 3×5×2 (30 block volume) flat, quiet, 3-wide stackable (alternating) input: 2 off-ticks, use a pulse limiter, if necessary
output pulse: 2 off-ticks Delay: 3 ticks (per unit in the stack) The inverted binary divider or counter uses the locking function of redstone repeaters to create a two-digit state. Multiple counters can be stacked to construct an n-bit counter, resulting in 2n input pulses per output pulse. It is called inverted because it counts the number of off pulses, rather than on
pulses. Note that it triggers all two off-ticks, so holding the input low causes it to count multiple times and then burn out a Redstone burnout. You can use a pulse limiter on the input signal to prevent this. Used purely as a pulse divider or counter, this circuit is somewhat inefficient, as it would have to be stacked nine times to count almost as many pulses (512)
as the dropper dropper divider. However, the stacking binary design means that the pulse count value can be easily read out by simply taking an output line from each stack element. In combination with OR or NOR gates, this can be used to trigger an output after any number of pulses, or to create a divider for any number when combined with the reset
circuit below. 'Tall' binary counter 2×5×3 (30 mute, 2-wide stackable (alternating) functionally the same as the flat (3×5×2) binary counter, but takes an additional vertical block and a less horizontal, which can be an advantage when stacking. Requires an additional flashlight compared to the flat circuit. Binary Counter Reset circuit adding this to binary counter
circuit allows it to be connected to any This can be used to create a counter for each desired number, or even a programmable counter (with additional circuits to select the number). This can be applied to both versions, although the schematic indicates that it is connected to the high version. Like the counter itself, the reset circuit is low; It requires at least
three off-ticks to perform the reset, although the actual reset takes place only after the rising edge (end) of the off pulse. (A default button followed by an inverter works well, as shown in the screenshot.) 1-tick binary counter/divider [Java Edition only] 1×3×2n+1 (1-tick input) or 1×3×2n+3 (for input longer than 1 tick) 1 wide, tileable 2n divider output pulse: 1-4
ticks Binary 1-tick pulse divider (1/32 divider, 3 tick output example) A cheap, noisy option to output 1 of 2n pulses (1 in 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 etc.), infinitely expandable - each next module (repeater-piston pair) doubling the partition. Depending on the peculiarity of the Java Edition of sticky pistons that spit out their payload when activated with 1-tick pulses and
quasi-connectivity. If the input pulse is longer than 1 tick, the first module acts as a pulse limiter instead of a memory cell, so the only change required for this type of input is adding another module vs 1-ticked input (e.B. from an observer). The output pulse can be extended up to 4 ticks by increasing the tick number on the last repeater. The use as a binary
counter requires the reading position of the blocks moved by the pistons, e.B. by repeater a block above the rest position. If the input has mixed length pulses, both 1-tick and longer, set the first repeater to 2 ticks and treat the first piston as a pulse limiter, not a counter module. Circuit Rising Edge Falling Edge Rising Edge Detector On-pulse n/a Falling Edge
Detector n/a On-Pulse Dual Edge Detector On-pulse On-Pulse Inverted Rising Edge Detector-pulse n/a Inverted Falling Edge Detector n/a off-pulse Inverted Dual Edge Detector off-pulse off-pulse off-pulse A pulse detector eats an impulse when it detects a specific change in its input. An inverted edge detector is usually turned on, but outputs an off pulse (it
turns off, then turns on again) when it detects a certain change in its input. Rising Edge Detector[Edit] An increasing edge detector (RED) eats an impulse when its input is switched on (the rising edge of the input). Any rising edge detector can also be used as a pulse generator or pulse limiter. Schematic Gallery: Rising Edge Detector Circuit Breaker Circuit
Breaker 1×3×3 (9 block volume) 1-width circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick The circuit breaker is one of the most commonly used Rising Edge detectors due to its small size and adjustable power. Variations: The output repeater can be set to any delay, which also extends the output pulse to the delay. For north-south orientation, the output repeater
output repeater can be through any mechanism component, whereby the mechanism component receives a 0-tick activation pulse. Observer Rising Edge Detector Observer RED Variants (vertical, straight, angled) 1x1x3, 1x1x1, 1x2x2 1-width, 1-width flat, flat circuit delay: Java: 2 ticks, Bedrock: 4 ticks Output pulse: 1 tick The observer pulse edge detector
is one of the most common edge detectors due to its modifiers. It can be aligned in almost any direction, and the viewer can be aligned in almost any direction, giving a lot of flexibility. And depending on where the output comes from, it can be a rising or falling edge pulse generator. The observer can also be updated by other circulations to send more pulses
from the output. Variations: The piston base can be aligned in any way, the observer can be aligned in any way except the cladding of the piston. The output can be taken from either the extended or retracted postion to change which edge it activates. Works with both standard binary and pulse logic. [Java Edition Only] Dust-Cut Rising Edge Detector Dust-
Cut RED (Unrepeated) - [schematic] Dust-Cut RED (Repeated) - [schematic] 1×5×3 (15 block volume) 1-width, Immediate circuit delay: 0 ticks (unrepeated) or 1 tick (repeated) output pulse: 1 tick, 1.5 ticks, if the output is a piston A dust-cutting, rising edge detector works by moving a block so that it cuts the output dust line after just one tick. Due to the
breaking length of the output, a 1-tick repeater may be needed to force a sticky piston to drop its block. Subtraction Rising Edge Detector Subtraction RED (Unrepeated) – [schematic] Subtraction RED (Repeated) – [schematic] 2×4×2 (16 block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 1 tick (Unrepeated) or 2 ticks (Repeated) output pulse: 1 tick A subtraction rising
edge detector works by using the subtraction mode of a redstone comparator to shut the output pulse. This design uses a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A comparator cannot generate a 1-tick pulse by subtracting from an external source (e.B. if the repeater is set to a 1-tick delay), but if the external source would normally generate a 2-tick pulse
or more, the comparator can enclose itself in a 1-tick pulse by inserting it into a subtraction 1-stroke (the block and parallel dust after the comparator). , but only lets the watch run for one cycle. Variations: Remove the last block and dust to increase the output pulse to 2 ticks. Then increase the delay on the subtraction repeater to reduce the weiter zu erhöhen.
Frühebekannte Veröffentlichung: 7. Januar 2013 (Grundkonzept)[2] und 3. Mai 2013 (1-Tick-Ausgangsverfeinerung)[3] Locked-Repeater Rising Edge Detector Locked-Repeater RED (Corner) – [schematic] Locked-Repeater RED (In-line) – [schematic] 2×4×2 (16 block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 3 ticks output pulse: 1 tick Uses Repeater locking locking
switch off after 1 tick. Variations: If the input does not need to be at the same height as the output, you can move the burner so that it is attached to the top of the block that is currently above it, and you can enter it into that block. Dropper-Hopper Rising Edge Detector Dropper-Hopper RED – [schematic] 1×4×2 (8 block volume) 1-width, silent circuit delay: 3
ticks output pulse: 3.5 ticks When the input turns on, the dropper pushes an element into the funnel and activates the comparator until the funnel pushes the element back. The initial block is required to activate the condense without powering it (which would disable the adjacent funnel, preventing it from returning the element to turn off the output pulse).
Because the output comes from a comparison device that is used as a stock counter, the output power is only 1 (with a stackable item) or 3 (with a non-stackable item) – add a repeater for higher performance. Variations: You can reduce the size of the circuit by placing the funnel on the dropper. Moved-Block Rising Edge Detector Moved Block RED –
[schematic] 3×3×2 (18 block volume) flat circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick Uses the same principle as the circuit breaker – makes the output through a block, then remove the block to keep the output pulse short. Variations: To increase the output pulse length, increase the delay of the repeater that turns on the piston. To get a 0-tick pulse, replace the
repeater that powers the piston, with a comparator Other variations start with the piston driven. The output of the offset variation is low-driven and requires a repeater or computer to do anything other than activate a mechanism component. Moved-Block RED (In-line) Earliest known release: 14. March 2013[4] and March 29, 2013[5] NOR-Gate Rising Edge
Detector NOR-Gate RED – [schematic] 1×4×3 (12 block volume) 1 wide, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks Output pulse: 1 tick A NOR-Gate ascending edge detector compares the power to the power of 2 ticks – when the power is switched on and the previous power was switched off. All of these designs use a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A
Redstone burner cannot be activated by a 1-tick pulse from the outside, but a burner activated by a 2-tick external pulse can enclose itself in a 1-tick pulse. Remove the block above an output torch to increase the output pulse to 2 ticks. Fall Edge Detector[edit] A falling edge (FED) elicits an impulse when its input turns off (the falling edge of the input).
Schematic Gallery: Falling Edge Detector Dust-Cut Falling Edge Detector Dust-Cut FED – [schematic] 1×44×3 (12 block volume) 1-wide, instant circuit delay: 0 ticks output pulse: 2 ticks When the input turns off, the piston immediately pulls the block back, so that the still driven repeater provides a signal for Ticks. When the input turns on again, the piston cuts
the connection before the signal can pass through the repeater. Moved-Block Falling Edge Detector Moved-Block FED – [schematic] 1×3×3 (9 block volume) 1-wide circuit delay: 1 ticks output pulse: 1 ticks For some directions and input methods, the repeater can be set to 3 ticks to operate mechanism components. Early release: May 27, 2013[6] Observer
Falling Edge Detector 1x2x3 (6 block volume) 1-circuit delay: Java: 2 ticks, Bedrock: 4 ticks output pulse: 1 tick This circuit uses a sticky piston and an observer to separate the rising from the falling edge of a signal. The ascending edge drives the piston and lifts the observer over the Redstone, where it has no effect. Then, at the falling edge of the input
signal, the piston retreats and the observer sends a 1-tick pulse over the redstone on the glass block. Note that the glass block is required to prevent this from becoming a watch. Observer FED (flat version) Variations: The piston base can be aligned in any way, the observer can be aligned in any way except the piston's cladding. The output can be taken
from either the extended or retracted postion to change which edge it activates. Locked-Hopper Falling Edge Detector Locked-Hopper FED – [schematic] 1××4×2 (8 block volume) 1-width, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 4 ticks When the input turns off, it takes 1 tick for the burner to turn it back on, giving Hopper A a chance to move its element to the
right and activate the output. This circuit takes time to reset (to push the element back into the funnel A), so the fastest input clock it can process is a 4 o'clock. Because the output comes from a comparator that is used as the inventory counter, the output power level is only 1 (with a stackable item) or 3 (with a non-stackable item). Insert a repeater for higher
performance. Variations: This circuit can be strapped around in many different ways as long as the input dust is able to disable the first funnel. Earliest known release: May 22, 2013[7] Locked Repeater Falling Edge Detector Locked-Repeater FED – [schematic] 2×3×2 (12 block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks output pulse: 1 tick When the input turns
on, the output repeater is locked before it can be driven by the block behind it. When the input turns off, the output repeater is unlocked and briefly driven by the block behind it, creating a 1-tick output pulse. Variations: Increase the on the output repeater to increase the output pulse length (up to 4 ticks), but also the circuit delay. Subtraction Falling Edge
Detector Subtraction FED – [schematic] 2×5×2 (20 block volume) flat, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick This design uses a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A comparator cannot provide a 1-tick pulse by subtracting from a (e..B. if the repeater is set to a 1-tick delay), but if the external source would normally generate a 2-tick pulse or
more, the comparator can short-circuit into a 1-tick pulse by including it in a subtraction 1-stroke (block and parallel dust after the comparator), but only allows the clock to run for a cycle. Variations: Remove the last block and dust next to it for a 2-tick pulse, and then increase the delay on the repeater for a 3- or 4-tick pulse. NOR-Gate Falling Edge Detector
NOR-Gate FED – [schematic] 2×4×3 (24 block volume) silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 tick This circuit compares the power power to the power of 2 ticks – when the power is off and the previous power was switched on, the output torch flashes briefly. This design uses a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A Redstone burner cannot be
activated by a 1-tick pulse from the outside, but a burner activated by a 2-tick external pulse can enclose itself in a 1-tick pulse. Variations: Remove the block above the output burner to increase the output pulse to 2 ticks, and then increase the delay on the repeater to further increase the output pulse. A dual-edge detector (DED) eats an impulse when its
input changes (either at the rising edge or at the falling edge of the input). The easiest way is to use an observer. Schematic Gallery: Dual Edge Detector Moving Block Dual Edge Detector Redstone's block moves when the signal turns on and when it turns off. As it moves, it cannot power the Redstone dust, so the output torch turns on until the redstone
block stops moving. In the 1-width version, the block above the output torch closes it into a 1-tick pulse – remove the block and take the output directly from the burner to increase the output pulse to 1.5 ticks. To get an output on the same side as the input, the burner can be placed on the other side of the lower blocks (but without the block above that would
clock the piston). The piston and the block from Redstone can be moved to the side of the dust, rather than on the dust, resulting in a shorter but wider circuit. Earliest known release: January 28, 2013[8] Dust-Cut Dual Edge Detector features vary (see schematic) The simple version divides the difference between a rising edge detector and a falling edge
detector to produce an output of 1 tick on each edge. The instant version adds an unrepeatable increase edge detector to reduce the increasing edge switching delay to 0 ticks. Locked-Repeater Dual Edge Detector functions vary (see schematic) A locked-repeater Dual Edge detector uses the timing of the repeater lock to detect signal edges. The Nor Gate
design uses a trick to limit the output pulse to a single tick. A Redstone torch cannot be activated by a 1-tick pulse from the outside, but a burner activated by a 2-tick external pulse can themselves into a 1-tick pulse. Remove the block above the output torch (and the dust on the block to which it is attached) to increase the output pulse to 3 ticks. Earliest
known release: 16. April 2013 (NOR-Gate Locked Repeater FED)[9] and May 1, 2013 (OR-Gate Locked Repeater FED)[10] Piston OR Gate Dual Edge Detector 3×4×2 (24 Block Volume) Flat Circuit Delay: 1.5 ticks Output Pulse: 1.5 ticks A Piston OR Gate Double Edge Detector moves a block between repeaters that move to one shortly after the change.
This sends an impulse to a wire behind the moving block. Subtraction Dual Edge Detector functions vary (see schematic) A subtraction send dual-edge detector drives a comparator with an ABBA circuit, cutting the pulse briefly with subtraction. The earliest known release: August 3, 2013[11] Twin NOR-Gate Dual Edge Detector The most trivial way to build a
dual-edge detector is the or outputs of a NOR Gate ascending edge detector and a NOR Gate drop edge detector. A useful feature of this approach is that you get the ups and downs for free when you need them. If rsource or space usage is more important than timing, parts of the components of the 2 single-edge detectors can be shared (the middle line of
the example in the Schematic Gallery: Dual Edge Detector). Again, the blocks above the torches limit the output pulse to 1 tick. An inverted Rising Edge detector (IRED) is a circuit whose output is normally switched on, but which outputs an off pulse on the rising edge of the input. Schematic Gallery: Inverted Rising Edge Detector OR-Gate Inverted Rising
Edge Detector OR-Gate IRED – [schematic] 1×3×3 (9 Blockvolume) 1-wide, silent circuit delay: 1 tick output pulse: 1 to 3 ticks (off-pulse) An OR-gate inverted Rising Edge Detector compares the current and previous input - when the current input is turned on and the previous input is turned off, the output is switched off for a short period of time. Variations:
The adjustable version occupies the same space, but its output pulse can be set from 1 to 3 ticks. The flat version can also be set from 1 to 3 ticks. OR-Gate IRED (Adjustable) Early Known Release: June 1, 2013[12] Moving Block Inverted Rising Edge Detector Moving Block IRED – [schematic] 1×4×3 (12 block volume) 1-wide, instant circuit delay: 0.5 ticks
output pulse: 1 tick (off-pulse) This is a moving block inverted dual edge with detector added to suppress the output. Dropper-Hopper Inverted Rising Edge Detector Dropper-Hopper IRED—The traber contains a single element. 1×3×3 (9 block volume) 1-width, silent 3 ticks output pulse: 4 ticks (off pulse) When the input turns on, the traber pushes the
element into the hopper and deactivates the comparator until the funnel pushes the element back down. The initial block is required to activate the condense without supplying it with power (which and prevents the element from being returned to turn the output pulse back on). Because the output comes from a comparator used to measure inventory, the
output power is only 1 (with a stackable item) or 2 (with a non-stackable item) — add a repeater for higher performance. Variations: The input block can be moved to the side or under the dropper, and the funnel can be moved to the side of the Trensee. An inverted drop edge detector (IFED) is a circuit whose output is normally switched on, but which outputs
an off pulse to the falling edge of the input. Schematic Gallery: Inverted Falling Edge Detector OR-Gate Inverted Falling Edge Detector Features vary (see schematic below) The input has two paths to the output, timed, so that the output flashes briefly when the input turns off. Moved-Block Inverted Falling Edge Detector Moved-Block IFED – [schematic]
1×4×2 (8 block volume), 1-wide, instant delay : 2.5 ticks (off-pulse) Early known release: June 4, 2013[13] Locked repeater Inverted Falling Edge Detector 2×3×2 (12 block volume), flat, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks, output pulse: 1 tick (off pulse) When the input turns on, the output repeater is locked before it can turn off. When the input turns off, the output
repeater is unlocked and briefly switched off by the block behind it, creating a 1-tick output outside the pulse. An inverted dual-edge detector (IDED) is a circuit whose output is normally turned on, but which eproduces an off pulse when the input changes. Schematic Gallery: Inverted Dual Edge Detector Moving Block Inverted Dual Edge Detector 1×3×3 (9
block volume), 1-width, instant circuit delay: 0 ticks, output pulse: 1.5 ticks (off-pulse) Variations: The piston and the block from Redstone can be moved to the side of the dust instead of on the dust, creating a flat 2-width circuit. The sticky piston can be aligned vertically when the Redstone dust runs sideways in a 2×2×4 configuration. OR-Gate Inverted Dual
Edge Detector 3×4×2 (24 block volume), flat, silent circuit delay: 2 ticks, output pulse: 3 ticks (off pulse) Uses the timing of the repeater lock to detect pulse edges. Slime BUD Inverted Dual Edge Detector 1×3×4 (12 block volume) Circuit delay: Instant, output pulse: 1 tick (off-pulse) The Slime BUD, which is enabled by Minecraft 1.8, works great as an instant
inverted double-edge detector. Just place a block of Vonsidian, a funnel, Afurnace, etc. right next to the mucus block, and guide Redstone from its to your output, and place a piece of redstone dust on the same plane as the piston, with a block of space in between. That is your input. Variations: Move the obsidian (or whatever you used) -- and the redstone
above -- one block up to get a normal (non-inverted) dual-edge detector, but with 1.5 ticks delay. Sometimes it makes sense to reduce the length of a generated by another circuit, and in particular whether it is longer or shorter than a given value. This has many uses, such as special combination locks (where the player must hold down the key) or detect
morse code. Long Pulse Detector 2×6×3 (36 block volume) silent To test a long pulse, we use an AND gate between the beginning and end of a series of Redstone repeaters. These allow the signal to pass only if it has a signal length longer than the delay of the repeaters. A pulse that gets through is shortened by the amount of delay, possibly up to 1 tick.
Long Pulse Detector 2×5×2 (20 block volume) flat Similar to the top, but with a piston-based AND gate that turns off the output as soon as the input is off. Pulse length differentiation input for grey wool, short output for orange wool, long output for purple wool. A pulse length discerning has two outputs and one input. Long impulses pass through one output,
while short impulses go to the other. It also keeps the tick length of the signals, which is why all repeaters are set to one tick (i.e. a 1-tick signal remains a 1-tick signal). This is useful in a telegraph machine to split strokes and dots. Some basic circuits take advantage of the pulse logic. For more information, see Reference Link for Advanced Use of Pulse
Logic Circuits. [14] Rail update transport transport line in Pulse logic 1-tileable Typically, the signal is sent in pulse logic circuits via Powered Rail or Activator Rail. Because the two do not share the updates with each other, this allows for a very tight tiling of modules. NOT Gate 1-tileable negation of the signal depends only on the initial position of the blocks,
or often - only on the interpretation of the signals by the creator. AND Gate 1-tileable OR Gate 1-tileable The OR gate in pulse logic differs from AND-Gate only by starting positions of the blocks. XOR-Gate 1-tileable Generic Redstone OR in pulse logic acts as XOR. Leaf block update transport wood ol ol ol ol ol ol holz ol ol leaf block update transport 1-width
The greenstone or leafstone transport depends on updates of the leaf blocks depending on change distance from the next log block. This transport is particularly helpful when it comes to transporting the signal up and down. However, updates are propagated to adjacent blocks and take 1 game tick to go to the next block. It makes it useful when creating 1
gametick resolution timing source though. Scaffolding Update Update Transport Scaffolding Update Transport The scaffold propagates updates that contain the distance to the supported scaffolding block. By moving a block on a hanging scaffolding section, the player can send a signal up any distance and up to six blocks horizontally in each direction. The
signal spreads at 1 block per Redstone tick. Wall block update transport Wall update transport (side view) 1 1 Regardless of the distance, 1-tileable (see reservation) wall blocks (head stone wall etc.) immediately transmit signal arbitrary distance down by turning themselves and all wall block down from smooth wall segment to a column segment when certain
blocks are placed on them or fixed by one side. To form a smooth segment, a wall requires two other wall blocks or other blocks to which the wall can be adjacent from two opposite sides. However, if it is other wall blocks, it does not matter whether they are smooth or columns - so the solution is 1-tilable, but requires uninterrupted columns full of blocks (or
wall) at the rear ends. Probably the most practical way to switch a wall between these states is a Redstone-controlled trap door. However, reading by an observer is only possible from below, as the wall is connected to an observer from one side. Redstone Redstone
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